
Guitar Class Week 7
• The A and E7 chords. As a review there are so far 3 types of chords 

– Major, Minor, and Dominant 7 chords. Have already done E7 
chord There are 2 other types that are used much less: Diminished, 
and Augmented.

• Review  – brush strum. Review alternate bass. Go over bass sweep
• Notes on all 6 strings. For Reference
• Review all chords 
• Transposing – Time permitting
• The E major and Am chords.
• As a review there are so far 3 types of chords – Major, Minor, and 

Dominant 7 chords.  There are 2 other types that are used much 
less: Diminished, and Augmented.

• More on I IV V
• 3 strums review
• Timing will review 6/8 and ¾ times.
• Prep for Blues week.
• Proud Mary Intro for Adv
• Blackbird more



Steal My Kisses 
 
4/4 ||: G  |C    | D   |  G   : || 
 
I pulled into Nashville, Tennessee 
But you wouldn't even come around to see me 
And since you're headin up to Carolina 
You know I gonna be right there behind you 
  
'Cos I always have to steal my kisses from you 
Always have to steal my kisses from you 
  
Now I love to feel that warm southern rain 
Just to hear it fall is the sweetest soundin' thing 
And to see it fall on your simple country dress 
It's like heaven to me I must confess 
  
'Cos I always have to steal my kisses from you 
Always have to steal my kisses from you 
  
Now I've been hangin around you for days 
But when I lean in you just turn your head away 
Woah, I know you didn't mean that 
She said I love the way you think 
But I hate the way you act 
  
'Cos I always have to steal my kisses from you 
Always have to steal my kisses from you 



Guitar II students 
start this song.



Amazing Grace 
 
3/4 ||: D      |     |G             |D               |  |     |A7      |       |D 
   Am azing Grace, how sweet the sound, That saved a wretch l ike me. I once was 
 
D             |G           |D  |      |A7    |D  |      :|| alternate end.  |A7    |G  | D  || 
lost, but now am found,Was blind, but now I see.             now I see 
 
'Twas grace, that taught my heart to fear, And grace my fears relieved. 
How precious did that grace appear, The hour I first believed. 
 
Through many dangers, toils and snares,I have already come. 
'Tis grace hath brought me safe, thus far, And grace will lead me home. 
 
When we've been there ten thousand years,bright shining as the sun, 
We've no less days to sing God's praise,  Than when we first begun. 
 
Amazing Grace, how sweet the sound, That saved a wretch like me. 
I once was lost, but now am found, Was blind, but now I see. 

Take this song very slowly.  Chord progression repeats for each verse.
This is in the key of D.  One way to tell is that the first and last chords are both 
‘D’,   For Guitar 2 students use the D Major Pentatonic Scale to play the melody 
start on the 3rd string 2nd fret (A).  If you get really into it add the chords. 



Amazing Grace 
 
3/4 ||: D      |     |G             |D               |  |     |A7      |       |D 
   Am azing Grace, how sweet the sound, That saved a wretch l ike me. I once was 
 
D             |G           |D  |      |A7    |D  |      :||   alternate end.      |A7    |G  | D  || 
lost, but now am found,Was blind, but now I see.             now I see 
 
'Twas grace, that taught my heart to fear, And grace my fears relieved. 
How precious did that grace appear, The hour I first believed. 
 
Through many dangers, toils and snares,I have already come. 
'Tis grace hath brought me safe, thus far, And grace will lead me home. 
 
When we've been there ten thousand years,bright shining as the sun, 
We've no less days to sing God's praise,  Than when we first begun. 
 
Amazing Grace, how sweet the sound, That saved a wretch like me. 
I once was lost, but now am found, Was blind, but now I see. 
 
3/4 ||: G      |     |C             |G               |  |     |D7      |       |G 
   Am azing Grace, how sweet the sound, That saved a wretch l ike me. I once was 
 
G              |C           |G  |      |D7    |G  |      :|| |D7    | C     |  G     || 
lost, but now am found,Was blind, but now I see.  now I see 
 
3/4 ||: DMaj7 |F#7#5|G Maj7   |DMaj7|Bm11  |Em7     |G/A      | A7*      |DMaj7 
   Am azing Grace, how sweet the sound, That saved a wretch l ike me. I once was 
 
F#7#5  |GMaj7  |DMaj7|Em7      |A7    |Gma7 F#m7 Em7  | DMaj7 | A 11     :||    
lost, but now am found,Was blind, but now I see.             now I see 
 
* A7b9 
 



Guitar II
1 2        3

4

D/F#  (Means a D chord with an F# in the Bass

0    0

1 2
3

0    0

T

Either of these fingerings will work.  I prefer the 2nd one for me.  Put this in on
Amazing Grace as the 2nd measure of D when D goes to a G chord in the 
next measure.
This is very common when D is changing to G.  For you theory buffs this is a 
D chord in 1st inversion with the 3rd in the bass.



The D7 Chord

1
2 3

D7

0    0

1
2

3          4

D7 (Guitar II)

X                           X



Wonderful Tonight 
 
4/4 ||:G            |D  |C       |D      | 
 It's late in the evening.  She's wandering what clothes to wear. 
 
G        |D   |C     |D   | 
She'll put on her make-up and brushes her long blond hair. 
 
C     |D  |G    D       |Em       |C 
And then she'll ask me - do I look all right and I'll say yes you look 
 
D  |G  |D  |C  |D  | 
wonderful tonight. 
 
G      |D    |C  |D    |G   |D | 
We go to a party and everyone turns to see.  This beautiful lady. 
 
C      |D      |C     |D  | 
That's walking around with me and then she'll ask me  
 
G       D    |Em            |C     |D    |G   |  
do you feel all right and I'll say yes I feel wonderful tonight. 
 
G   |C    |D         |G              D      | Em     | 
And I feel wonderful cause I see the love light in your eyes and the 
 
C  |D               |C             |D                |G   
wonder of it all is that you just don't realize how much I love you. 
 
|D  |C  |D  |G       |D        |C              |D   | 
  It's time to go home now. And I've got an achen head  
 
G    |D        |C              |D     | C        |D 
so I give her the car keys.  She'll help me to bed and then I tell her 
 
G     D           |Em  |C   |D     |G     | 
as I turn out the light, I say darling you look wonderful tonight. 
 
G      | C        |D        |G     |D |C |D |G || 
Oh my darling you look wonderful tonight. 









Chord and bass notes

Chord Bass Alternate
A, Am, A7 5 4 or 6
B7, Bm 5 4 or 6
C , C7 5 4 
D, Dm, D7 4 3 or 5
E, Em, E7 6 4 or 5
F 4 3
G 6 4



Bass Brush Strum
• Almost the same as Bass Sweep. But instead of 

a sweep you will brush the strings with the back 
of the nails of your index – ring fingers.

• To do the Brush have the fingers curved and 
then just release them across the strings so that 
the fingernails strike the strings.  They must 
strike all at the same time.

• Try to the same songs we did the bass sweep 
to.  Take your time.  

• Notice the difference in the sound of this to the 
sweep strum.  



Bass Scratch Strum

• Almost the same as Bass Brush. But 
instead of a Bruxh you will brush the 
strings with the back of the nails of your 
index finger only.

• Notice the difference in the sound of this to 
the sweep strum.  



Remember from last week.  Start with alternate down up as 1/8th notes. 
Keep the wrist loose for all of these.  The hand goes down up and only 
misses where the rests are (looks like a 7).  Will do each measure a 
number of times until you get it.  Apply to the following songs.



The advantage of the Guitar II one is that it is moveable.



Now to I Walk The Line

I Walk The Line
          D A7  D           A7                
4/4  ||: I keep a | close watch | on this heart of | mine.  | I keep my | eye's wide |open all the |   

                     G D            A7                    D       D
I keep the | ends out  | for the tie that | binds | because your |mine  | I walk the | Line :||          



6/8 Time

• Six beats per measure.
• Accent beats 1 and 4
• Count 1 2 3 4 5 6
• Both a 2 feel and a 3 feel.



Earth Angel 
 

           G           Em        C                 D7        G             Em       C  
6/8 Earth ||: Angel Earth | Angel | will you be | mine | My darling | dear | love you all the | 
   

D7       G    Em       C     D7               G      Em    C      D7           G             Em 
time | I'm just a | fool  | A fool in | love with | you |       |        |  Earth | Angel Earth | Angel | 
 
C        D7       G                 Em      C         D7        G           Em       C             D7 
the one I a | dore | love you for|ever and |ever  | more | I'm just a | fool | A fool in | love with | 
 

G      (G7) C                   G          C          D7                 G       (G7)  C 
you  |   I| fell for | you | and I | knew the | vision of your | loves loveli|ness  |  I | hope and I | 
 

C         G                         Em   A7        D7  G           Em 
pray  | that someday | I'll be the | vision  | of your happi|ness |Earth | Angel Earth | Angel | 
 
C        D7        G                Em     C  D7       G      Em        C  
please be | mine | my darling | dear  | love you all the | time | I'm just a | fool a | fool in |  
 

D7        G   Em  C     D7     G 
love with | you  |     |      |      :||       || 

Note that this song is in 6/8 time.  There are 6 beats or counts per measure they
Are grouped into two groups of 3:  1, 2, 3,   4, 5, 6 with accents on beats 1 and
4.  You will strum each chord 6 times per measure.



The A Major and E7 Chords

12 3

A

0   0                     0 

1
2

E7

0         0          0    0  



Transposing





Chromatic Scale.

Remember the chromatic scale can easily be memorized by just remembering a 
couple of facts:  1.  There are sharps and flats between every letter name except 
between E and F and between B and C, 2. There are enharmonic equivalents as 
follows:  C# = Db, D# = Eb, F# = Gb, G# = Ab, and A# = Bb.  Therefore the 
chromatic scale is as follows (starting on A):

A, A#/Bb, B, C, C#/Db, D, D#/Eb, E, F, F#/Gb, G, G#/Ab, to A.

From one note to the next is called a 1/2 step so from A to Bb is a 1/2 step.  Two 
1/2 steps make up a whole step so A to B is a whole step.
Memorize this scale.  



Transposing

• Since each of the notes on the chromatic 
scale are equally spaced that means that if 
you move one a certain distance then 
move the rest the same amount you can 
transpose.

• Only the letter name stays the same.  That 
is E, C, C#, Ab etc.  The type goes with it.  
A C7 moved to Ab becomes and Ab7. A 
Dm moved to A becomes an Am.



Example

• Say you had the chords as follows: Eb, Ab 
and Bb7.  You could go one space 
counterclockwise on the guitar and they 
would be:
Original New
Eb D
Ab G
Bb7 A7



Another Example

• Say you had the chords as follows: Eb, Ab 
and Bb7.  You could go one space 
clockwise on the guitar and they would be:
Original New
Eb E
Ab A
Bb7 B7



A third example Example

• Say you had the chords as follows: Eb, 
Ab, Cm and Bb7.  You could go 4 spaces 
clockwise on the guitar and they would be:
Original New
Eb G
Ab C
Cm Em
Bb7 D7



Transpose the following: 
 

1. From Bb to D         
 Bb    |   Eb     | Gm  |   Cm    | F7    | Bb    ||     
           
   

2. From Bb to G        
 Bb    |   Eb     | Gm  |   Cm    | F7    | Bb    ||     
           
     

3. From Bb to A        
 Bb    |   Eb     | Gm  |   Cm    | F7    | Bb    ||     
           
           

4. From F to C        
 Dm    |   F     | G  |   Bb  | Dm    | F   |  A7  |   Dm   ||    
           
  

5. From F to G        
 Dm    |   F     | G  |   Bb  | Dm    | F   |  A7  |   Dm   ||    
           
           

6. From Ab to C        
 Ab    |   Fm    | Bbm7  |   Eb7  | Gm    | Cm   |  Fm7  |   Bbm | Eb7 | Ab   || 
           
            

From Ab to G         Ab    |   Fm    | 
Bbm7  |   Eb7  | Gm    | Cm   |  Fm7  |   Bbm | Eb7 | Ab   ||  



Get Back 
 
4/4 ||:A      |        |D                                | A  (G,D   
  Jo Jo was a man who thought he was a loner but he knew it wouldn't last. 
 
A       |   |D                       | A   (G,D) | 
Jo Jo left his heart in Tucsan Arizona for some California Grass. 
 
A       |                     | D          |A   (G,D)    | 
Get Back.  Get Back Get Back to where you once belonged. 
 
A       |                     | D          |A   (G,D)    :|| 
Get Back.  Get Back Get Back to where you once belonged. 
 
Sweet Loretta modern thought she was a woman but she was another man. 
All the girls around her say she has it comin' and she gets it while she can. 
Get Back.  Get Back Get Back to where you once belonged. 
Get Back.  Get Back Get Back to where you once belonged. 

Do from book page 84



12 bar blues in A: 
4/4 ||: A  | D  | A    |        | D   |        |  A    |       | E7     | D    | A   |     : || 

Jump Jive And Wail 
 

        A                 |                                    |      |    | D                     |                               | A    | 
4/4 ||: Baby, baby it looks like it’s gonna hail.       Baby, baby it looks like it’s gonna hail.   
 

A                    |E7                            | D                                            |A                    |            : || 
             Better come inside let me teach you how to jump, jive and wail. 
(Chorus) 
Yeah, you gotta jump, jive and then you wail, you gotta jump, jive and then you wail. You gotta 
jump, jive and then you wail, you gotta jump, jive and then you wail.  You gotta jump, jive and 
then you wail away. 
 

Yeah, Papa’s in the ice box looking for a can of ale. Papas in the ice box looking for a can of ale. Said Mama’s on 
the front porch learning how to jive and wail. 
 

Chorus 
 

Said, a woman is a woman and a man ain’t nothin’ but a man. Said, a woman is a woman and a man ain’t nothin’ 
but a man.  Said one thing about them, they know how to jump, jive and wail. 
 

Chorus 
 

You know what I heard?  Jack and Jill went up hill to get a pail.  I said, Jack and Jill went up hill to get a pail.  Ah, 
Jill stood up wants to learn how to jive and wail. 
 



    Kansas City 
 
        A                                 D 
4/4 I'm going to ||: Kansas City |Kansas City here I | come. |I'm Goin to| Kansas City |  
 
    A    E7  
Kansas City here I | come. |  They got some | crazy little women there and  | 
 
D     A         E7        A 
I'm going to get me | one.   |     I'm going to be  | standing on the corner  |  
 
A           D 
12th street and | Vine. |   I'm going to be | standing on the corner | 12th street and |  
 
A  E7   D              A   E7 
Vine. | With my | Kansas City baby and my | bottle of Kansas City  | wine. |     : || 



    Kansas City 
 
        A                                 D 
4/4 I'm going to ||: Kansas City |Kansas City here I | come. |I'm Goin to| Kansas City |  
 
    A    E7  
Kansas City here I | come. |  They got some | crazy little women there and  | 
 
D     A         E7        A 
I'm going to get me | one.   |     I'm going to be  | standing on the corner  |  
 
A           D 
12th street and | Vine. |   I'm going to be | standing on the corner | 12th street and |  
 
A  E7   D              A 
Vine. | With my | Kansas City baby and my | bottle of Kansas City  | wine.  
 
E7          A (Break) 
 Well I | might take a train, | might take a plane but | if I have to walk I'm going to |  
 
A    D    A 
get there just the same. I'm Goin to | Kansas City  | Kansas City here I  | come. |  
 
A              E7    D      A  E7 
They got some | crazy little women there and | I'm going to ge me | one. |  If I |  
 
A (Break)    
stay with that women you | know I'm gonna die | gotta find a brand new lover |  
 
A                D               A 
that's the reason why.  I'm Goin to | Kansas City  | Kansas City here I | come. |  
 
A  E7                    D            A       
 They got some  | crazy little women there and  | I'm going to get me  | one. |     :||  



     Johnny B. Goode 
 A7 
4/4 ||: Way down in Louisiana,  Down to | New Orleans. | Way back up in the woods by the | Evergreens there      
 
D7           A7 
stood a long log cabin made of  | earth and wood where  | lived a country boy named | Johnny B. Goode who     
 
E7       D7                            A7              E7    
never learned to read or  | write so well but he could |Play his guitar like a  | ring in the bell Go, ||  
 
A7                     D7                 A7 
 Go   | Go Johnny go Go  |Go   | Go Johnny Go | Go   | Go Johnny Go Go | Go  | Go Johnny go Go 
 
E7    D7                    A7            E7 
Go |     Johnny B. | Goode  |         : || 

He Used to carry his guitar in a gunny sack go down to woods by the railroad tracks.  
People used to come from miles around just to here him play the driving sounds. 
 People would stop and they would say oh my how that little country boy can play Go Go etc. 
 
His mother told him someday you will be a man and you will be the leader of a big  
old band. People will come from miles around just to listen to you play your drivin' sounds.  
 Some day your name will be in lights sayin' Johnny B. Goode tonight. 



Roll Over Beethoven, performed by Beatles 
 
D] 
I'm gonna write a little letter, Gonna mail it to my local DJ. 
    G              D 
It's a rockin' rhythm record I want my jockey to play. 
G                    A                         D 
Roll over Beethoven, I gotta hear it again today. 
  
D 
You know, my temperature's risin' And the jukebox blows a fuse. 
G             D 
My heart's beatin' rhythm And my soul keeps on singin' the blues. 
G                    A                           D 
Roll over Beethoven and tell Tchaikovsky the news. 
 
D 
I got the rockin' pneumonia, I need a shot of rhythm and blues. 
G            D 
I think I'm rollin' arthritis Sittin' down by the rhythm review. 
G                   A                    D 
Roll over Beethoven rockin' in two by two. 
 
D 
well, if you feel you like it go get your lover, then reel and rock it. 
 
D             G 
roll it over and move on up just 
                 D 
a trifle further and reel and rock it, roll it over, 
G                   A                    D 
roll over Beethoven rockin' in two by two. 
 
D 
Well, early in the mornin' I'm a-givin' you a warnin' 
Don't you step on my blue suede shoes. 
G 
Hey diddle diddle, I am playin' my fiddle, 
D 
Ain't got nothin' to lose. 
G                    A                            D 
Roll over Beethoven and tell Tchaikovsky the news. 
 
D 
You know she wiggles like a glow worm, Dance like a spinnin' top. 
G 
She got a crazy partner, 
                            D 
Oughta see 'em reel and rock. 
G                       A                       D 
Long as she got a dime the music will never stop. 
D 
Roll over Beethoven, Roll over Beethoven, 
G   D 
Roll over Beethoven, Roll over Beethoven, 
G                    A                            D 
Roll over Beethoven and dig these rhythm and blues. 



Timing From Book

• Page 11 of Guitar Reference.
• Start at top and play each rhythm as 

follows:
– First count it out.
– Next clap it.
– Lastly play it with the pick.  Pick down on the 

beat and pick up on an &.



The E Major and Am Chords

1
2 3

E

0                    0    0 

1
2    3

Am

0    0                      0  

The fingering is the same for both chords just on different strings.



The Am and E chords

2 3

Am (A Minor)

1
2 3

E Major

0                   0     0
0   0                       0  

1

Notice that the finger pattern is 
exactly the same but on different 
strings.
Practice changing from the Am to the 
E and back again, until the change 
is smooth!

1     

3   3    3

E Major Guitar II

7th

Fret

3   4

Am (A Minor Guitar II)

1 1    1     1    1    1   5th

Fret



 
Knockin' On Heaven's Door 

Verse 1 
  G                   D                                    Am    G             D                          C      G                        D     
| Mama take this badge off of me |           | I can't use it any more |      | It's getting dark   , too dark for me to 
 Am      G                            D                                              C       G                     D                                             Am  
| see      | I feel like I'm kmockin' on heaven's door  |      | Knock, knock, knockin' on heaven's door |        | 
 G                        D                                               C     G                                D                                         Am  
| Knock, knock, knockin' on heaven's door |       |  Knock, knock, knockin' on heaven's door  |           |  
 G                                 D                                     C     
| Knock, knock, knockin' on heaven's door |       |   
 
Verse 2 
  G                   D                                          Am    G                  D                          C    G                        D     
|: Mama put my guns on the ground |          | I can't use them any more |      |That long black cloud is comin' down 
 Am      G                   D                                                    C    G                                          D                               Am  
|            | I feel like I'm kmockin' on heaven's door  |      | Knock, knock, knockin' on heaven's door |        | 
 G                        D                                             C         G                                     D                                 Am  
| Knock, knock, knockin' on heaven's door |       |  Knock, knock, knockin' on heaven's door  |           |  
 G                                     D                                 C      
| Knock, knock, knockin' on heaven's door |       :|| 
 
Repeat verse 1 

Notice that the whole song is:
4/4 ||: G    D  | Am   | G   D | C    : ||

Try to play the melody.  It starts on the ‘B’ 2nd string open.
Also Guitar II students apply the fingerpicking to this!
Guitar I students can try the strum once the tune is learned.  



Greensleeves

Note: This song
Is in ¾ time.
The melody is
in tablature and
traditional notes.

Again Guitar II play 
the melody.



Names of the notes on the open strings.

E   A   D   G   B    E

Below are the names of the notes on the open strings.  
These need to be memorized.  From the lowest pitch to the highest pitch:
E, A, D, G, B and E.  Note that the 6th string is called ‘low E’ and the 
1st string is called ‘high E’. Start to learn where they are written.
We will even do some exercises towards that.

Below is where the open strings are written on the
staff!



Common fingerings review

• While the chords coming up are not 
required for this week the concept will 
really speed up your learning.

• Look for these ideas going forward.
• Works for Guitar II also.
• In past terms the students who got this 

concept and worked on it progressed 
faster than other students.



Chord Common Finger Groupings

1
2

11

1

1

1

2

22

222

3

33
3

3
3

44

4

44

C, Am, Dm, E, E7 C, F, G, G7, D F, Dm7, E, Em, Am

A7 A7, B7, E7sus4, D7 B7, Dm, F6 F (Barre), Fm

F Barre B7, D7, 



Next Slides for Guitar II students

• While doing this – Guitar I students should 
work on the A major and E7 chords.  

• Remember to keep your index finger on 
the 3rd string for both chords!!!!!



2

A (Major) A7 A Dominant 7)

3

A Form Up The Neck
Am (minor) Am7 (A minor 7)

3

2 3 2 2 3

1 11 111 1 11 111 11 11

43 43

Fret    1     2   3 4    5 6  7  8   9         10 11  12 13
Name  Bb/A# B   C    C#/Db  D   Eb/D#  E F    F#/Gb G    Ab/G#   A Bb/A#

 Major   Dominant 7   minor      minor 7

See how the A form moves up the neck.  In previous terms we have started on just the major
chord but now I would like to do all of the basic chords for each form.  In this manner you will
be able to play right from the start any chord.  Note that the chords are really similar.
Visualize the major, then work on the dominant and minor forms.  For the A type chords
there are very little differences.  Below are examples of some advanced ways to play a
couple of the chords.

3

1 11 111

  Dominant 7      minor 7

4

1

3
4

3
4

21

     minor 7

1 1
1 1

3 3
2 2

3 3
2



2

E (Major) E7 (E Dominant 7)

2
3

E Form Up The Neck

1

4

Em (minor) Em7 (E minor 7)

3

2 3
1

2 2 3

1 11 1111 11 111 1 11 1111 11 111
2

3 43

Fret   1 2   3 4  5 6  7  8 9 10 11  12 13
      Name  F    F#/Gb G    G#/Ab A   Bb/A# B C  C#/Db D    Eb/D# E F

 Major   Dominant 7   minor      minor 7

See how the E form moves up the neck.  In previous terms we have started on just the major
chord but now I would like to do all of the basic chords for each form.  In this manner you will
be able to play right from the start any chord.  Note that the chords are really similar.
Visualize the major, then work on the dominant and minor forms.  For the E type chords
there are very little differences.  Below are examples of some advanced ways to play a
couple of the chords.

3

1 11 1111 2 3

  Dominant 7      minor 7

4

4

1 11 111
2

3
4

  Dominant 7

XX

3 33 32

     minor 7



Holding a pick 
 
   Here are some hints which will help out your pick-style playing considerably.  
 

• Hold your pick between your right hand thumb and the left side of your 
index finger tip, keeping your thumb perfectly straight so that it is tension 
free. The other fingers should be curved and relaxed 

• The pick should be held loosely enough that there is a little give and take 
when you strike a string. This way you won't feel like you're digging in or 
dragging across the string.  

• The pick should strike each string perpendicularly or straight on, as 
opposed to striking the string at an angle. You will get a fuller sounding 
note this way.  

• Also, only the tip part of the pick needs to strike the string. There is no 
need to dig your pick down between the strings. This creates too much 
resistance.  

• When you use a pick, your up and down picking motions come from your 
hand, wrist and forearm at the exact same time. They move as 1 unit in a 
rotary motion and your wrist stays perfectly straight.  

• Keep your middle, ring, and little fingers loosely held back in the palm of 
your hand - don't give in to the temptation of resting your little finger on 
the pick guard or the face of your guitar. This will only serve to glue you 
into 1 position and will cut down on your mobility and freedom of 
motion. 

• At all times your hand should feel and be relaxed.  If it is not then you 
play either slower than you can or rhythmically stiff sounding. 



Some pictures to demonstrate

Here is the overall.  See how little of the tip is out!!



Remember from last week.  Start with alternate down up as 1/8th notes. 
Keep the wrist loose for all of these.  The hand goes down up and only 
misses where the rests are (looks like a 7).  Will do each measure a 
number of times until you get it.  Apply to the following songs.



Review notes on the B string – start notes on the 3rd or G string.



Don’t Be Cruel

• Watch the repeat signs. ||:  : || means to 
repeat between the two symbols.

• The 1 and 2 refer to endings.  Play the 
section under the 1 the first time only and 
the section under the 2 the second time 
only.

• Now add in the D7



     Reading Tablature 
 
Tablature is a means of notating music that goes back to before the time of Christ. It can only be used for 
the instrument that it is written for and because of that is not as universal as traditional music notation that 
can be applied to any instrument or voice. Quite a bit of the literature for the guitar is written in tablature 
and currently much is written with both tablature and traditional music notation. Tablature will enable us to 
communicate very quickly ideas and pieces that would take much longer to do if you had to first learn 
traditional musical notation.  
 
In tablature it is much like reading a chord diagram. Each of the lines represents a string with the top line 
being the first string (Highest in pitch) and the bottom Line the 6th string.  If you look below you will see 
an example of a blank tablature piece. 
 
1
2
3
4
5
6  
If you are dealing with right hand tablature then the numbers on the strings refer to the fingers on the right 
hand that you would use to fingerpick with.  
 
No 1       No 2 
1
2
3
4
5
6

T

1
2

3

3

0
2

4

 
In example #1 this is right hand tablature. Going from left to right. The first thing you see is a T on the 5th 
string line. This means that the thumb would hit the 5th string. Then a 1 on the 3rd string line which would 
mean that the index finger would hit the 3rd string. A 2 on the 2nd string line would mean that the middle 
finger would strike the 2nd string, and lastly a 3 on the first string line would mean that the pinkie would 
hit the first sting. 
 
In No 2 this is left hand tablature. A 3 on the 6th string line would mean that you would play the 3rd fret of 
the 6th string. A 0 on the 4th string line would mean to hit the 4th string open. A 2 on the 3rd string line 
would mean to hit the 3rd string 2nd fret. 



The advantage of the Guitar II one is that it is moveable.



Roll Over Beethoven, performed by Beatles 
 
D] 
I'm gonna write a little letter, Gonna mail it to my local DJ. 
    G              D 
It's a rockin' rhythm record I want my jockey to play. 
G                    A                         D 
Roll over Beethoven, I gotta hear it again today. 
  
D 
You know, my temperature's risin' And the jukebox blows a fuse. 
G             D 
My heart's beatin' rhythm And my soul keeps on singin' the blues. 
G                    A                           D 
Roll over Beethoven and tell Tchaikovsky the news. 
 
D 
I got the rockin' pneumonia, I need a shot of rhythm and blues. 
G            D 
I think I'm rollin' arthritis Sittin' down by the rhythm review. 
G                   A                    D 
Roll over Beethoven rockin' in two by two. 
 
D 
well, if you feel you like it go get your lover, then reel and rock it. 
 
D             G 
roll it over and move on up just 
                 D 
a trifle further and reel and rock it, roll it over, 
G                   A                    D 
roll over Beethoven rockin' in two by two. 
 
D 
Well, early in the mornin' I'm a-givin' you a warnin' 
Don't you step on my blue suede shoes. 
G 
Hey diddle diddle, I am playin' my fiddle, 
D 
Ain't got nothin' to lose. 
G                    A                            D 
Roll over Beethoven and tell Tchaikovsky the news. 
 
D 
You know she wiggles like a glow worm, Dance like a spinnin' top. 
G 
She got a crazy partner, 
                            D 
Oughta see 'em reel and rock. 
G                       A                       D 
Long as she got a dime the music will never stop. 
D 
Roll over Beethoven, Roll over Beethoven, 
G   D 
Roll over Beethoven, Roll over Beethoven, 
G                    A                            D 
Roll over Beethoven and dig these rhythm and blues. 



Start with the fingerpicking

Basic fingerpicking starts with a pinch.  While holding the C chord pinch the 
5th string (thumb) and the 2nd string (index finger).  It might help to divide the beat
in ½ (see next slide).



By knowing the extensions of the chords you can do this fairly easily.
The major 7th is the 2nd string open (B note).  The 9th is the 2nd string
3rd fret (D note).  So by holding a C chord you can easily get all 
3 chords.  For the C major 7th just lift the index finger so that you are 
playing the chord with the 2nd string open.
For the C add 9 just play the C chord and place the pinky on the 
2nd string 3rd fret.

Before you go on it is vital that these first 2 measures are perfect!!.  Count as you
play. 



1
2

3

0                       

2

3                

C                                              CMaj7

0

1
2

3

0                       

2

3                4

C                                              C add 9

0

1

0

First 4 chords for the intro 
to Dust In The Wind.

Note that on the add 9 
be sure to leave the 
1st finger down!!!



For Am it is very similar
• Not much difference. 
• The melody is still on the 2nd string.
• The big difference is that it is now in minor and 

not major.
• The C and Am are related to each other.  The 

Am is the relative minor of C major.
• You will note that this entire song is in the key of 

C major!  The key of C major and the key of A 
minor have no sharps or flats.  All other keys 
have either sharps or flats.



2 3

0                       

2 3                

Amsus 2                                   Am11

0

1

1
2 3

0                       

Am                                              

0

The Am variations for 
Dust In The Wind.

0

4

0

The Am11 could also be called Amsus4.



Start with the Am by playing the chord and lifting the 1st finger. Then putting the 
4th finger on the 3rd fret of the 2nd string for the Am11.



3                   &       e         4                &

Parallel movement (intervals of a 10th).
Finger the notes as indicated!

4

2

1
This is really a passing
G/B to the C major
chord at the start of 
the song!



Now the whole introduction!
Again this must be perfect 
before going on!!



2

4

0                       

G/B

0

0

This is a G chord with a B note as the bass! See why it is
so important to learn the names of the notes on the guitar.
The melody note is a D.  That isn’t specified with the 
chord spelling but is necessary for this song.

Many songs use this voicing.  Landslide uses it also as does
a few of the songs by Jewel.

First just practice changing from the C to G/B.  Since there is a pinch on beat
1 of the G/D it is vital that you get this down.  I leave the index finger on the
2nd string 1st fret from the C to the G/B.  Then move the 2nd finger from the
4th to the 5th string while lifting my 3rd finger.  This happens all at one time.
While that seems complex it really isn’t at all.





Note the move to the 1st string – use your middle finger on your picking hand.



At this point you should be getting the idea of the song pretty good.
Really take your time with each measure and then with stitching them together!



2

Dm7

0

0

This is like an F chord without the 3rd finger.
In fact a F chord is F A and C notes. A
Dm7 is D F A and C.  One added note.

1    1



This measure of Am is exactly the same
as the one 2 before. With the exception 
of the last 2 notes which are like the 
last 2 notes of the introduction!

Things just keep repeating!!
It isn’t that hard to master this song!!!





D/F#

0

0

D with an F# bass.  Another example of why you need 
to know the names of the notes on all the strings.

T 1
3





Am/G

0

0

Am/G.  Another example of why you need 
to know the names of the notes on all the strings.
Again this means an Am chord with a G bass.
This happens quite a bit in songs.

3

1
32
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